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Dole & Natural Selections, Fall 2006



ONE OUTBREAK, AFTER ANOTHER, 
AFTER ANOTHER, AFTER ANOTHER…

FSMA’s Origin



• 714 persons infected in 

46 states, from 9/01/08 

through 03/31/09

• Nine confirmed deaths

“[The third-party auditor] gave PCA glowing reviews," said Rep. 

Henry A. Waxman (D-Calif.), chairman of the Congressional 

Committee. "The company was selected by PCA, paid by PCA, 

and realized that if they didn't give PCA a glowing review, they 

were not going to get hired again.



2010 Food Safety Modernization Act

“Congress enacted the FSMA – which was signed into law on 

January 4, 2011 – to modernize food safety laws and

regulations by mandating science-based standards and controls; by 

providing the FDA with greater authority to prevent and address food 

safety hazards by taking steps to prevent them from occurring; by 

strengthening the FDA’s inspection and enforcement powers; and by 

improving coordination among federal, state, and foreign food safety 

agencies.” Ctr. for Food Safety v. Hamburg, 954 F. Supp. 965 (ND Cal. 2013).



A BIT OF CONFESSION

FSMA and I are Frenemies



TURNING A BLACK SWAN WHITE…

https://vimeo.com/92547062#t=4m6s

https://vimeo.com/92547062#t=4m6s


ACCORDING TO THE FDA…



 Thirty-two people infected with the outbreak strains of STEC 

O157:H7 were reported from 12 states.

 Twelve people were hospitalized. Nine people developed 

hemolytic uremic syndrome, a type of kidney failure. No 

deaths were reported.

 Twenty-six (81%) of the 32 ill people in this outbreak were 

younger than 18 years. 

2017



2018

“We have already filed more lawsuits, in 2018, 

involving more outbreaks, than we have in any

previous year at Marler Clark.”

~ Bill Marler



Can an Audit Protect
You Against Lawsuits? 

The Short Answer is…

That is…

Unless the Audits and Other 
Preventive-Controls Ensure 

that the Food is Safe to Eat



It’s Called “Strict Liability” for a Reason 
▪ The focus is solely on the 

product; not the conduct of 
the manufacturer in making it

▪ A Manufacturer is liable if:

• The product was unsafe and 
therefore defective

• The defective product 
thereby caused an injury



Can an Audit Hurt You 
if a Lawsuit is Filed?

The Short Answer is…

Although…

Proof of negligence isn’t needed 
to establish liability, such proof 
increases the cost of settlement

Proof of negligence also drives 
bad publicity, hurts sales, loses 
customers, erodes brand-value



Can an Audit Help You 
if a Lawsuit is Filed?

The Short Answer is…

Although…

The absence of negligence isn’t 
a defense to liability, such proof 
decreases cost of settlement

Absence of negligence supports 
an alternate-cause defense, and 
supports improved public image



QUESTIONS

OR

COMMENTS?


